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EDITORIAL NOTE 

 

If I speak of myself in different ways, it means I look at myself in different ways 

—Michel de Montaigne 

 

When I hear the word reflection, I think about a body of water—the way it flows and 

seem to go nowhere. How it seems to leave yet leave behind more than traces of 

itself.  I think about how a mirror replicates whatever is in its line of sight. I think 

about how this world is a reflection of the world that existed before it. How we are 

versions of those who birth us. How we are the image of God. 

 

The creative art is an art of observation, contemplation and manifestation—and this 

particular issue of Libretto Magazine is a representation of this. Each piece of writing 

or image in this body of work is a product of meditation and deliberation—and 

portrayal of the society we live in. As artists and writers, we try to understand why 

things are the way they are. Our works seek to understand—rather than claim to 

understand. 

 

Issue 3 opens with a poet asking questions about love and violence. Oluwatobi 

Poroye in Metamorphosis explores the tendency for parents to be overprotective, 

hence hindering rather than tending to the growth of their wards. The adult pursues 

individuality and independence, but we find ourselves in an environment where 

parents are struggling to make a clone of themselves. In his words,  

 
my tongue craves the height of skies. so father  
paints. erases. repaints me  
 
In running from my father the same poet speaks the abuse a boy child faces from his 

violent father. Ihezue Somto has a similar tale to share in call us boy, an abusive 

father (and husband) and a crushed quest for self-discovery. 
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Whatever breathes in us wears a gag. 
Once, we took it off, 
just once, we wore our sister’s dress. 
Father tore it off our skin, 
 
And how violence breeds more violence. The family is a model for the bigger 

society—and we see violence on a larger scale in communal disputes, tribal and 

religious wars as depicted in Abdulbaki Ahmad’s Prism 

 

The fluidity of thoughts and expressions of The Sea by Osahon Oka is worthy of note. 

The influence of nature and our need to preserve it cannot be overemphasized. I am 

inspired by landscapes and flora and I always find poetry with natural imagery 

beautiful—this is what Adeyeye James Oluwatobi and Obinna Chilekezi offer in their 

short, crisp deliveries.  

 

The highlight of the nonfiction pieces in this issue of the magazine is the heart-

touching call for Disney to honour Nikkita “Queen of Katwe” who died of brain 

tumour. Ifesinachi Nwadike questions the seeming abandonment of the child movie 

star whose performance in the 2016 movie brought smiles to millions of viewers (and 

millions for the filmmakers).  

 

It’s a thought-provoking piece of writing, a revelation of the disparity between the life 

on the screen and reality—especially for the less privileged and voiceless. How 

stardom and obscurity could be seeds in a pod, and how the flashing lights of the 

paparazzi could selectively fail to reveal deep shadows. 

 

Recycling is another intriguing piece by John Chizoba Vincents, exploring identity, 

reinvention and reincarnation. Nicholas Leam speaks of loss, of a part of us when 

loved ones leave. These nonfictional musings share a part of the authors, show us 

that even in our peculiarity, we have similar experiences—fears, doubts, and a hunt 

for clarity. 



 

x 

 

There are two exquisitely written fictions, three insightful interviews with great 

personalities and an assortment of stunning images (photographs and virtual arts) 

and one book review by my friend Umar Yogiza. These works interrogate the themes 

of identity and community. And the need for us to revisit pending conversations, 

answer questions of equality, violence and the sacredness of the human life.  

 

Personally, I believe the essence of reflection is to learn. Learn about who we are, 

where we are—retrace the paths we passed, rivers we crossed and strategize how to 

proceed. Reflection is taking time to assess progress, identify shortcomings and 

propose how to do things differently where necessary.  

 

This Issue 3 of Libretto has been able to satisfy these elements. This is a marathon of 

beautifully crafted art—you won’t be able to stop until you reach the finish line. 

 
 
 

Jide Badmus 
Author, “Scripture” 
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1 

Oluwatobi Ezekiel Poroye 
metamorphosis 

 

(for voices under the weight of shadows) 
 
i originate from a lineage of children who don't  
hold the keys to their own thoughts.  
 
don't know what it means to not walk in  
the feet of another man. 
 
here, a city is just a city in twisted dreams. but  
a small village in the wake of dawn. 
 
my tongue craves the height of skies. so father  
paints. erases. repaints me  
 
on an old canvas positioned in the sun. asks me  
to stay still. burn in silence. 
 
in this earth, blooms don't bloom without palms 
tending to their tendrils. 
 
every morning, after prayer. after we share the grace  
like communion bread & wine. 
 
hugs & kisses on our foreheads are a confirmation 
of the parental love we wear  
 
as tattoos. as though the skin is not enough home 
for our fears. scars. 
 
this love is why a bird cannot not explore distance. 
prey to a wild protection. 
 
liberty is still alien to me. so i am learning to  
unlearn this culture. 
 
grow out of this language of limit & morph into self.  
into originality. 
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the night is old         Oluwatobi Ezekiel Poroye 

 

this room has taken the form of  a tomb. 
night buried in silence. in my head, thoughts 
are haunting ghosts. I think of my ex who left 
me because my pocket is a parcel of bones.  
said to secure a life, another has to be taken. 
it is funny to think that a boy so softhearted 
he cannot pluck a fowl's feather  would disjoint 
a human head from the body — for money  to 
please his girl. wtf! love gives & preserves life. 
not primitive god demanding gory sacrifices  
at the  altar of loyalty. òòṣà b'o le gbemi  
fimilẹ b'o ti bami  —a deity that cannot make 
you should not ruin you either. I rain saline  
solution at the doorpost. libations unto god  
of exit. when love fails, we do not turn to hate. 
so I burn incense. tap the stereo & sing every 
ghost back to their country. the night is old. 
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running from my father         Oluwatobi Ezekiel Poroye 

I. 
it is scary the way fire razes a dry forest. 
the way thunderbolt crushes a cathedral. 
earthquake, the way it drowns a metropolis. 
it is scary the way my heart races — to take 
cover — as my father speaks. his biceps  
wild like herd of mad elephants charging  
towards war. i grow up running from little 
things such as sharing social presence 
with father. every mistake draws a snake 
from his palms & bites you into a blackout.  
i shed my body as testament unto the god 
in this poem standing by the sea pouring 
from my eyes. when home drags you to a 
boat, you understand the concept of leaving. 
       ii. 
this is my generation. i teach my children to 
calligraph their own vowels. decorate 
their flaws. it is beautiful the way a man 
— braids his children's ruins into reform. 
— opens the morning on his wife's lips like  
    butterfly intercoursing with petals. 
— builds a safehouse in himself for his family. 
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Abdulbaki Ahmad 

Prism 
 

 

Six-T years we are still holding this riven prism, 

this opaque prism whose sex stretches  

from a bearded minaret in Maiduguri  

to a cassocked swastika in Yenagoa. 

 

This prism that reflected beams of blood  

we couldn't swallow, beams that are still 

gagging us with hatred of light. 

 

Because light first came as a powdery fire  

melting up the shackles fetched under River Thames 

into a plateau of tuffaceous corpses in Jos. 

 

79 months after the prism has learned  

how to tie a wrapper of oneness round 

its waist scarred by bleeding tribal marks, 

a fire of incest rose and melted a rusty 

division sign into her derriere, dividing 

it into two unequal shards: 

 

the first reflecting yellow beams of a butchered  

sun whose center is a portrait of lost; 

the rest, they say, is a history that we still carry 

on the cicatrix of our broken voice. 

 

The same cicatrix that makes an almajiri 

in Babaldu miss the differential sign hanging 

just between prism and prison. 
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Ihezue Somto Onyedike 

Call us boy  

 

Our  head slammed on a wall “gba!”  
… and again “gba!” … and again “gba!”  
Come, come and see, 
as we dance to fire dimmed,  
dancing,  till our names grew faint, 
till we dared not speak it. 
Mirror mirror on the wall,  
it hurts when we are painted in red 
 
They said we are taken by demons. 
No, no, not the demon husbands 
who came knocking for our sister Uloaku, 
those ones drowned in the Niger river. 
We remember sister in fragments 
like a body caught in crossfire, we remember …. 
 
“Get out of this body O ye agent of darkness!” 
 
“gba!” “gba!” “gba!”  We remember … What is our name? 
 
Mama’s demons served one meat in his soup. 
And when he drew salvation on her face, 
she sang, “Our father who art in heaven” 
she danced, to the jingle of fists lined in gold. 
she prayed, to her messiah 
And did he answer? 
 
“gba!” “gba!” “gba!”  Who … What is a messiah?! 
 
Whatever breathes in us wears a gag. 
Once, we took it off, 
just once, we wore our sister’s dress. 
Father tore it off our skin, 
he tore it off our bones, 
he tore it off our soul.  
 
“gba!” “gba!” “gba!”   
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We  lie on a kitchen floor, 
clad in nothing but our strength … 
 
“Wear your jeans boy!”… “Satan will not have you!” 
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Osahon Oka 

Curses  

When the horses, wild & hungry, come breathing fire,  
impatient hooves ringing on the tarmac, may they find  
me still–a flower petal perishing gently in the sun. 
When the whip becomes lightning, tearing the earth  
from planted bones browning in the constance of life,  
may it find me still–a rough stone, a shape unsure  
of what to become–ready to be shredded into pebbles. 
When the soldiers raise their war cry, their voices 
a melody of hurt & rage, their hands awash with ice,  
their eyes full with terror & pain, let their guns speak, 
let them be true to their maker, let them kill. 
I cannot roam like dried grass or storm clouds, my eyes  
always stretched into the furthest distance, forever. 
The end must find me & I must be still, so the gods  
can do their grisly work & the griots can retell me 
 into myth & legend until my name, a small scar, will 
pass into the feverish river’s journey & I will become,  
every man, every black man, every broke black man’s 
father, brother, son, friend. 
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Lucifer’s Lament          Osahon Oka 

          

I’m sacred & sad like God on the seventh day, 
my heavenly bodies soaring in the first night,  
the first earth visible between dust clouds  
& frost–debris of creation–& I’m holy. 
 
From my lips, an alleluia, the wings of cherubs  
& seraphs hid my face near the first altar–  
a stone piling of fruits & psalms–I was divine;  
a chart of God’s path from cloud to sea foam, 
 
a constellation greeting Lilith’s wild prayer,  
her first flowering & her first hunger, wet then loud; 
when the garden locked two swords in a clash of sparks  
& bells, when Cain loved Abel & then knew to hate him,  
 
when the first death, the second mourning,  
when God knew pain & regret, & gathering 
within his fist, I parted into atoms, populated 
the earth with my gospel & nourished the first hell. 
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Taking swimming lessons on a beach       Osahon Oka 

 

The sun, warm on my skin,  
The beach squeezing granules into the sole of my feet, 
The tender petals beneath my nostrils;  
The scent of beauty & love exhumed from memory, 
My hands clasped behind my back. 
The sea on the wind, the surf on the shore,  
The rocks black against the foam,  
The paper kites parrying bird beaks,  
The coconut trees leaning with heavy secrets.  
The crabs escaping the clutches of the wet, 
Sand crafting pearls in marooned oysters, 
The liquor cold in the cooler, dolled up girls, 
& her painted nails on the blanket. 
The flash of glasses reflecting all my sad protrusions,  
The decadent chocolate wrappers smearing my teeth, 
The lazy boats bobbing like corks in a bathtub,  
Laughter drinking him & her–their teeth white with youth,  
The newspaper filled with murders. 
The wind snatched music cresting then drowning,  
The hat the wind stole in playful glee,  
The dog that won’t bark & the frisbee that won’t fly, 
The fly drinking every sort of sweat & bottle lip, 
The man picking bottle caps & worn out blunts. 
The sweat under my lower lip, my armpits & in my eyes,  
A bee seeking to suckle,  
A wasp seeking to sting. 
The wild scentless flowers creeping to the pale sand, 
The sand bank walking into the sea, 
The new asphalt running into the mirage of distance. 
The tall tail spearing the waves apart, 
The blood; the blood glinting black in the sun, 
The screaming wind & the white surf against the rocks,  
The heat, the shells & her painted nails near the basket. 
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The sea            Osahon Oka 

 

I have seen the sea, 
Her lips blue with cold,  
Her hair white with frost. 
I have seen her reach the stars, 
Her fingers filled with pearls. 
I have heard her roar at the wind,  
Her eyes filled with rainbows 
& the fading blush of sunset. 
I have beheld the coral reefs 
That dance on her waist 
& the ribbon of seaweed  
That gathers her wild locks. 
I have felt her black skin 
Wrapping me into her bosom, 
& her teeth sharp & white 
Under her lips, waiting 
To tear my body to the bone. 
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Adeyeye James Oluwatobi 
 

Yesterday night 
 

I watched some tears fold themselves into fire 
They burned everywhere they touched 
Until a body became ruins 
And its shadow danced in loud screams of wind  
Silence is not a flower but a time bomb; 
Solitude is not always an angel of light  
But sometimes darkness swallowing your existence 
& teaching your blood a way to slip away from its home 
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Obinna Chilekezi 

But I have to leave 

 

A fine Sunday morning 
A bird and his mate at my window 
Sing songs of love together 
This country is 
Full of pretty feathers 
And aviary songs, 
I love her 
But the taxi is outside 
Waiting, and I have to leave 
These songs, these feathers and her tears 

. 
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Animashaun Ameen 

Reflection: a journey through death 

            God is in your mind 
                       - Olawale Olofooro (Brymo) 
 
at first, your body will struggle 
against turning into an open field so  
your soul wouldn't escape. your tongue 
 will curl into a small window of prayers 
as everything you are, 

or was, 
or would ever be 

start dissolving into perpetual nothingness 
right before your eyes. 
 
and in that moment, you'll 
feel something hit your body, 
and you'll find yourself drifting into  
an endless loop of emptiness and weightlessness. 
what is left of your consciousness 
will start to wonder if you're in the afterlife 
but your question will get lost 
in the vastness of the universe and  
you'll find no answer to it. 
 
instead, you'll find yourself 
floating towards an endless void, 
and you'll want to scream but 
your voice would no longer be yours, so you'll 
curl in defeat and continue floating towards 
the edge of the universe,  
where you'll find what you'll first mistake 
to be the face of God, 
but it won't be the face of God - 

or maybe it would. 
 
you'll find yourself staring into the face  
that used to belong to you, 
and this little piece of confusion will 
blow your mind into a caricature of colors, 
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and what is left of your being will 
be sprinkled onto the surface of the universe 

to exist// 
            // as stars.  
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Nicholas Leam 

Leaving 

 

ladys walks into the restaurant and heads straight to where I’m 

seated. Through the glass windows of the crowded dining hall, I 

had seen her alight from an okada. But as she walks towards me, I pretend not 

to notice her; I pretend to be busy with my phone. When she gets to where I’m 

seated, I look up and smile at her. She does not give me a brief side hug while 

I’m seated, like she usually does. She takes the chair across from me, the table 

between us. 

“I am sorry for coming late,” she apologizes. 

“It’s okay,” I say. 

This isn’t the first time we’re meeting here – we’ve met here and elsewhere 

many times. Once, I had come late too. If she had felt slighted, she didn’t say it. 

All I did was apologize and explain why I had come late; an explanation she 

didn’t seem to care to understand its details.  

“How are you?” I ask. And this time, it isn’t a perfunctory ‘how are you.’ I’m 

not asking her because it is part of a standard salutation; I really want to know 

how she is. 

“I am fine,” she says. 

I really want to know what’s going on in her mind. I want to know what she 

feels about leaving for Yobe – where she has gotten a job as a non-academic 

staff of a new university – within the week. I want to know whether or not she’ll 

miss me. It’s sad that she will be leaving just when our friendship is beginning 

to solidify.  

The word leaving means many things to me. But now, sitting in this crowded 

restaurant on a Sunday evening, leaving is associated with Gladys, associated 

with the hairdo she had sent me a picture of when she made it the previous day. 

G 
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It is associated with her black T-shirt, and the white skirt that doesn’t cling to 

her skin enough to show any curve. It is her thin lips and dainty hands and feet, 

and the perfect dentition she reveals when she smiles. Leaving is Gladys’ voice 

on the phone when she calls, a voice you can only match to her ebony 

complexion after seeing her many times. 

We had met in a rather odd way – on Facebook. For three years, we had 

chatted. I was in Jos at the time, she in Abuja. When I moved to Abuja, it took 

almost two years before we met. But we didn’t become friends after that. 

Rather, we took tentative steps towards each other, like chefs tasting their soup, 

gauging its saltiness and consistency. The tentative steps, like a novelty that 

wears off, gradually morphed into familiarity. And we became close, going out 

on dates once in a while. 

She tells me what she did after she came back from church – washing, 

ironing, cleaning, and packing clothes into her box – preparatory to her 

impending departure, as people move in and out of the restaurant, others 

cluttering the counter while placing their orders. 

“Congratulations once again,” I say. “I am happy for you.” And I truly.  

“Thank you”. 

It’s really hard for someone to get their dream job in Nigeria, after all, so she 

deserves not just congratulatory messages but gifts. I do not tell her that, 

though. 

“What are you going to do about the programming stuff you’re still working 

on?” I ask. 

“I’ll finish it up before I leave,” she says. “I’ll try to.” 

A graduate of computer science, she does some programing as a hobby. The 

many times she’d told me about the projects she was handling, she used words I 

didn’t understand – encrypt, decrypt, coding – as though she had taken them 

straight from a Dan Brown thriller. 

“It’s cool. Good luck with that. So, tell me, you went to the town where your 
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workplace is. How’s it like?” 

“The people are promiscuous,” she says. 

I expect that she’ll give a little description of the town’s level of development 

or insularity, not just the promiscuity of the people. And I do not think that the 

people of a small town in Yobe are promiscuous, anyway; I think they are 

conservative. But I do not tell her what I expect her to tell me, or what I think. 

She’s from Yobe, after all, and should be the right person to tell me about her 

people. 

Rain clouds have started to gather, Gladys tells me. I do not doubt her, 

although I wonder how she’d seen it. She expresses a subtle wish not to be held 

up by the rain. We live in a satellite town in the Federal Capital Territory, where 

okada men scurry away like startled rodents whenever rain clouds show up. Her 

home is in the area I see as the center of the town, and it means that getting 

there will be such an ordeal for Gladys if the rain falls. 

On our last date, I had promised to get her ice cream. I have to fulfill it now. 

Or never. I excuse myself and, leaving my phone with her, saunter to the 

counter to place my order. I stand there for close to ten minutes before a 

waitress attends to me. I do not buy for myself, because the POS isn’t working 

and I do not have much cash on me. I come back with the packed ice cream. 

She’s going through my phone when I pull back my chair to sit down, checking 

the odds and ends I have on Word 2016. She seems to like the fact that I write, 

even though I’m still scared of calling myself a writer. 

I want us to talk some more; maybe it will make me miss her less. But we 

have to leave, no thanks to the rain clouds that have started gathering. We get 

out of the eatery, and she seems to be in a bit of hurry to get a bike. The other 

time we’d come to the restaurant, we had walked past the intersection ahead, 

close to the post office, before she bothered to stop a bike.  

We stand where she can get an okada, at the next junction. When it comes 

to getting a bike, Gladys is very choosy. She has to scrutinize many okada men 
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and be okay with one before she flags the bike down. She says she only jumps 

on okada’s driven by ‘decent’ okada men. I love that. As we stand there, a part 

of me is sad, because I’ll no longer wake up on a Sunday morning and fix a date 

with Gladys the next Sunday, and I’ll no longer enjoy calling and chatting to 

remind her of a date. I’ll no longer sit at a rendezvous and wait for her arrival, 

or imagine what she will wear to the date. Moving to Yobe and starting a new 

job means she will be buried in work, and may no longer care to read the things 

I write that she seems to be the only one who cares to read. She will certainly 

make new friends who will fill the void our distance will create. Maybe she will 

change, or maybe her new friends will change her. Maybe, with time, I’ll no 

longer occupy any space in her life. And maybe a time is coming when all I can 

do is write about the memories of the little dates we’ve had. 

But a part of me is happy for Gladys. She’ll no longer tell me about all her 

attempts at getting a job, and how her IT skill is yet to fetch her any money. I’m 

happy that her job isn’t going to suffocate her, because she has passion for 

technology. 

Usually, I help Gladys select a ‘decent’ okada man, but I do not bother now. 

My thoughts have strayed to the sad part of her leaving. A gravid silence settles 

between us. 

As it turns out, I do not have to bother to help her scrutinize the okada men 

that drive past; there’s no time for any scrutiny. She flags down a motorcycle 

taxi. The motorcyclist stops. She tells the driver where she wants to go. She 

hugs me a little longer than she usually does. Then she gets onto the pillion, 

gently. I do not tell her I will miss her. Rather, I say: “I’ll keep in touch.” 

“You should. Call me, chat me, anyhow. Please keep in touch.” 

I smile. 

“Call me when you get home,” I say.  

“I will.” 

The okada man drives her away as I stand there, watching her retreating 
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back.  

John Chizoba Vincent 

Recycling 

 

e are John Chizoba Vincents. We have lived in different bodies 

throughout many millennia. Many centuries ago, our kind 

walked on this Earth with our Chi. Some of them were dancers, mourners, 

hunters, farmers, and sojourners. Some lived on the horizon of the sky, some 

were the rays of the sun, some were the earth and some were spirits; we roamed 

in the air, we roamed among humans and dwelled amongst Kings and Queens, 

Princes and Princesses. We had faces like the faces of the gods. The gods once 

lived in different bodies we possessed until we decided to be one in trinity. 

They spoke through this mouth in dark freedom and held the wind captive. 

John Chizoba Vincents once stood on the altar of Gold conversing 

righteousness. We have been standing here hoping to conquer fears, 

imaginations and thoughts. You may have seen us walk pass a deadly demon 

without shaking, it was how we were created. Holding lives, basking lives and 

jotting down those things we would have left behind closed doors. We are here 

to see to these depraved stars of possessed nights. We are here to lay ambush 

for the sun from falling into cloudy bunkers. We have come again like warriors 

to our mother, Ogbonne Ugochi, in this part of the earth where corruption 

hang around its air. 

We are not the ghost of Odumegwu Ojukwu lurking around the Niger still 

bearing festering wounds of those children killed on the soil of Imo, Anambra, 

Abia, Ebonyi and Enugu — We have always been here for those memories that 

our grandmother kept somewhere on the side of the shrine waiting for the day 

the gods would bring forth a son that could replace us. We have seen demons 

around who have no value. They moved effortlessly looking for an opportunity 

W 
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to cause havoc and destructions, this was not how we were created, we were 

created for impactation but the choice was given though. It was the basis of the 

world. We have not come as losers in victories but to get the kind of fate that 

the world hasn't seen in ages. In sundry tongues, in sweet passionate murmurs, 

we prayed often to the gods for the life of the world. It was reported that the 

days our prayers scented the kingdom lightly with the fragrance of roses and 

hibiscus and the morning glory, and that never did a gentler breeze blow in the 

land, nor was there such a subdued air over the seas and forests, hills and 

mountains of the kingdom because we went in search of our own who went and 

never return. 

So, this is how our story is told? John may be the wicked one, Chizoba may 

be the saint and Vincent, may be the weird one or the devil. It doesn't matter 

how the story comes in shape. It may have a different turn rearranging the three 

differently but what matters is that our mother respects every personality with 

much love. The last time we visited her before now, she was overjoyed. She held 

us in her arms and laughed. She gave out a reechoing laughter. That kind of 

laughter that stays for long in the heart. She watched our faces and thank the 

gods for another birth. Now, we are here again, we did not come to her by 

chance, fate made it so and most desired for her and her husband. We are 

water, formless and free; we recycle, we keep recycling and coming back to that 

place we started to take form. We are water, we are colourless and gentler, 

unless troubled. We are liquid, we assume the shape of the container we find 

ourselves. Right in this time of life, we have assumed the shape of our mother's 

joy. We have come back for her tears, for her joy; we can't linger anymore to 

watch its passing in different directions. 

We'll come back after we die as many times as we want. We'll always come 

back many times just like the water a boy throws on the ground which gets into 

the ground, then, it mixes with the underground water and later, it comes back 

from the tap in our homes or through borehole[s]. We'll always come back like 
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the ocean water which get heated up by the sun, then, it evaporates to the cloud 

and later, it comes back to us as rain. We'll always come back just like urine 

that mixes with the underground water which humans later drink.  We don't 

belong to our mother. We are Ogbanje. We keep coming back. We are lives 

longing for its own freedom. we come back having different faces, different eyes 

and nose, different mouth and different lips. Each time we decide to come, we 

choose the womb to stay, it may be the previous or the latter. It may be the 

innocent ones or the troubled ones. We choose the egg to form us and how to 

go back home when we decide to go back. We are lives longing for its own 

peace and understanding. Naked we were born and naked we'll always return. A 

man may own something for as long as it remains with him. Once he leaves it, 

he may lose it to another man entirely. It is said that if one wakes in the 

morning to find something as innocuous as a hen chasing him, he should run 

because he does not know whether the hen has grown teeth and claws during 

the night. 

Life in its cruelty is like a certain man who woke up joyfully because he has 

been told the night before that his wife has given birth to a bouncing baby by a 

doctor in a hotel Room where he slept in a city far from his home. He ran out of 

his hotel room, he ran into the receptionist on the staircase and embraced her 

joyfully, he flashed his teeth to her and she smiled back and in the bar, he 

ordered drinks for all the people in there; he ran back to his Hotel room, got 

dressed and left immediately to see his wife and his new baby in the hospital. 

When he zoomed out from the hotel's gate in his car, excitedly, he did not see 

the poor lost Man pushing his wheelbarrow into the heart of the street. He ran 

into the road in fear. In a second, in the batting of an eyelid, the man has killed 

a poor man who had gone to look for what his family would eat! What a bitter 

day to behold? 

The world heaps a great burden on him at once. He forgot his wife and his 

new baby in the hospital and carried a burden which is not an ordinary one, for 
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it is something he cannot unburden himself of immediately. The world has 

nothing to offer him but pains — Sorrow and Agony. He would return to a 

gloomy state. Once the Doctor's call comes in again, he would look at his phone 

and wouldn't know which to face — the joy of his new born baby or the sadness 

of the poor man he crushed on the ground. That man would come again but not 

in this manner but in a manner holier than the previous that he came in a 

gloomy state. 

We dont allow Grief to return like an army of old ants crawling into familiar 

holes in the soft earth of our formal life, we don't look through the prism of the 

world's ungodliness to see innumerable truthful lies we bandied around 

synagogues with nauseous repetitiveness. We allow ourselves to stay on the 

surface of the earth longer and return in hundred folds after the earth has given 

us a splendid variety of food, women, and Wines and made aromatic dishes of 

great love and had them sent to our heart for the delectation of our being. But 

to repair its timelessness once again, we allow time to erase all the memories 

we've had before to create a new us.  For we have already become familiar with 

culture and tradition of every race — White — Black and Pink and we don't 

lose the heritage of this dark soil's memories. We are like regurgitated flesh of a 

dead corpse falling off the beak of hideous vultures. We have a way of 

disguising ourselves as doves with holy feathers in the midst of every generation 

we find ourselves. 

We are interwoven stories they would pass on to their children today and 

tomorrow under the moon, and which they would still whisper to the children 

that are yet to come  under moonlit skies, in an open market square, in a lonely 

place and  in sundry villages, where one or two credulous children still listen 

with wide open eyes, mouth agape and ears as open as a tunnel, to tales that the 

spirits told their ancestors, fathers, mothers, forefathers centuries ago during 

the vigil or funeral for a famous king, queen, Prince or Princess, It doesn't 

matter the figure. And some gentle spirits wandered through the atmosphere 
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and the surroundings, listening to rumours, gists, conspiracies, gossip, lies, 

plots, confessions, events and secrets; listening and saying that those who came 

before us came in their own accord with their own spirit and soul. We were not 

responsible for their coming neither were we responsible for their going if they 

sleep and never get up from their slumber. 

We are John Chizoba Vincents, after we die, we’ll be reincarnated to a 

different world. And our Chi follows us briefly before leaving us to the world on 

our own. We have lived on this planet centuries ago. We don't come only once; 

we come many times and return many times. 
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Ifesinachi Nwadike  

Disney Should Honour Nikita Pearl Waligwa  

 

n 16th February 2020, Queen of Katwe child star, Nikita Pearl 

Waligwa died as a result of complications from brain tumour. 

The sad news threw yours sincerely and her other fans alike, into a mourning 

frenzy, for she was only a teenager, aged 15.   

Queen of Katwe is a 2016 story-of-success movie about young chess players 

in Katwe, Kampala, Uganda, who rose to fame by becoming determined 

professionals in the game and winning medals meant for old players at tender 

ages. It starred Hollywood’s David Oyelowo and the super model, Lupita 

Nyong’o. Nikita Pearl Waligwa was only 11 years old when she played the role of 

Gloria Nansubuga, the real life character whom she represented in the movie.   

Her spectacular delivery endeared her to lovers of the film and she is notable 

for letting out a loud cry: “He took my queen!” during one of the intra-school 

competitions where she lost her first major game. She was to become a 

champion of many games and was reputed to have said that “in chess, the small 

one can become the big one, that’s why I like it.” Pearl is effortlessly lovable. 

The news of her death is at once shocking, painful and heartbreaking, as she 

died of brain tumour due to poor health facility in her area. I do not know 

much, but I feel it is sad that such a child could be allowed to die like that. She 

and her co-stars in the movie were making their debut appearances in a movie, 

ye, but the movie raked in good money and fame, hence no one can say that 

they were unknown, so I wonder where the copyright owners of the film, 

Disney, were when Pearl was suffering. As a movie body concerned about child-

stars, I ask in tears, if they didn’t hear that Pearl was sick, if Pearl’s parents 

didn’t reach out to them, if Lupita Nyong’o and David Oyelowo didn’t hear 

O 
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about it and all other super rich producers of the film, for I strongly believe that 

she would have lived if there were interventions from these people, if she was 

flown abroad, if those who sold her film brought money for her treatment. 

Stories abound of debutant stars who earned nothing from the blockbuster 

films they made, recall N!xau Toma who played the role of Xixo in The Gods 

Must Be Crazy of 1989.  The movie made the makers multi millionaires but 

Toma remained a pauper afterwards. Such is Pearl’s case and it is unfortunate, 

knowing that if she were to be from “a better side of the world,” her story would 

have been different. 

She’s dead now and we have cried enough but would continue to wail until 

Disney world honours this young woman that made movie lovers proud with 

her stunning and lovable role in Queen of Katwe. How they would do it is what 

we do not know, but if they need my suggestion, I’d say a Nikita Waligwa 

Foundation for Children with Brain Tumour, situated in Katwe, Uganda. Such 

would make her proud, for then she would know that through her death other 

children with same case as hers would live.   

Rest on Pearl. 
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Nwabuisi Kenneth 

A thousand words  

 

o need saying a thousand words, you can say it all in a stance. 

Sit erect, don't say your weight is too heavy for the azure sofa. 

Fling your hair backwards; Monrovian, as though you didn't kill to acquire it. 

Readjust your turkey, strapless gown, it fits, but you need it to fit the more, 

including your taut leather watch.  

Look straight, don't smile yet, you have lost it. Tighten your shoelace. If 

you do not wander off with the full moon illuminating the outside; slanting in 

through the glasses, maybe you will concentrate more. But you are out, with the 

moon.  

You believe it will gather the threads of your life and weave them all into a 

magnificent pattern. A string would obviously be found at the left side of the 

moon; another at the right, the other at the epicenter.  

The first string hit you, it was when you were at community primary 

school: Nteje, Ikorodu, Ikwere, Aba-tete, Ibibio, Daura. You were cladding a 

pinafore on a white and yellow checked shirt. Having peered from a distance, 

within your eyesight, to ascertain if Mr: Madu, Idahosa, Danjuma, Enwe-obong 

was anywhere within the proximity, clutching his 'Mr. Do good,' you sneaked 

into the nearby classroom, extending your gaze at the sweeping roster, what 

looked like your name was there; your name is a distorted piece of puzzle the 

world couldn't fix yet, they were squiggled up in dainty scarce letters: 

EkaminiObong, OgechukwuUgwu, AishatHusseina, Blessing Ajebade.  

"Don't care to look up your names in full, once you see the initial 

alphabets to your names, just know it's yours." The voice of your primary one 

teacher resounded in your head, it was from her you learnt that surnames are 

N 
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universal and less important.  

On seeing that the classroom has been thoroughly swept; and the echoes 

of the pupil's marching songs were approaching tremendously, you ran and hid 

under one of the desks at the back. In seconds, a single queue, settled from the 

front rows to the back where you were, you knew whose desk you occupied, you 

knew he wouldn't breathe an air.  

Here he came by, vibrant and brilliant Emeka, Osas, Ayomide, Danjuma. 

Neat shirt tucked under a pair of shorts, always having a pen fixed in his breast 

pocket, hair neatly cut and series of white dentition clustering inside his mouth. 

It was one of the things that held you glued to him, you learnt that bottled up 

boys like him plays the best rhythmic tambourines for the heavenly orchestra.  

"What are you doing under my desk?" 

"Sh---sh!"You shushed him, pulling a finger across your lips, still admiring the 

whiteness of his teeth.  

"Why are you late?" 

"Sorry, I overslept." 

"You also forgot your name was among the people due for sweeping the class, 

but not to worry, I stood in your place." 

It was your first touch of pure affection for him. You wouldn't have called 

it love, if you had done so, why won't the pigsty haired Mrs.Olumide, Joy, 

Halima, Kokomma, spank your tiny ass in front of the whole class?  

Sweetest boys are the rarest, your secondary school certificate planted a 

time bomb between you two. You both exploded like an oil bean falling apart at 

farther distances in a huge forest. You went to look for him in the eyes of the 

moon, where the angels blew their honorific horns in his stead, but the nation's 

geopolitical zones clashed on his head; they said he exiled to: Kano, Lagos, 

Calabar, or was it Enugu, Anambra, you were not sure, all that remained of him 

in you were the glinting shadows of him, on the day he climbed on you and 

took a part of you with him; and your sniggering moans of pains and pleasure, 
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seeping through the walls to vast distances, emerging as  echoes from one of 

those classrooms where you learnt how to balance the cursiveness of the river 

in-between your thighs. The redness of your pool sprawling on the glittery floor 

was a mystery you later uncovered was what made you unfit for sacrifice to any 

of the African gods and deities.  

*** 

Stammering Chibuike, Ukpong, Hamza, Oluwole, Peter, reassured you 

much later in life,  that you were still a blossoming flower, worthy enough to be 

found succulent by the humming bees at street junctions, behind lockup stores, 

beside a black gate where the quest for greener pastures had left you.   

"F---or--g--e-t that childish thing you did please, you are still a virgin." As he 

spoke, his eyelids were performing masquerade dances, likewise his mouth and 

nostrils; contouring and shutting off at various intervals.  

If you were to list your reasons for becoming spellbound around this guy, 

you may fail to add his gaunt-looking shoulders, his lanky nature. The things he 

says to you were the sweet Udala fruit in your mouth, you would like to roll it 

over, in your mouth, again  and again, because he was what your first innocent-

looking boy was not; talkative, faster in speech, tongue bitten himself along the 

line. He said things pleasant for your ears, when he said, "I will be your mother 

and father." You flinched, you thought you had seen someone to fill this void in 

you; of misplaced trust and loss of parental care.  

The heavens blew their horns; of harsh sun and drought the day you 

found yourself inside his one room apartment; small, graced with bluish walls 

and carpet; a match with the hanging Stamford bridge curtain. A box television 

repeating a single uninteresting show transmitted from the cable device lying 

below it.  

"Welcome, wh--a--t c--an I offer you? He stammered.  

You sat on the floor, crossing your own legs against each other and said 

"nothing, be snappy please." You wouldn't want to squabble with your aunt; a 
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relation to your mother's mother, who had brought you to the city of lights.  

"Okay, I will." He sat down too and leaned closer towards you and made for 

your breast, you drifted away; out of his reach.  

He murmured, "Relax" he didn't stammer now, he was bracing himself up 

to reach a compromise with you instead. "I got you something." He added, as 

though he knew it would lighten up your mood. He walked to his wardrobe and 

returned with a green strapless gown. He flung it towards your direction.  

You leaped for joy to its catchment, It's been long someone gave you a 

gown this classy, you allowed him toy with your breast. He motioned his head 

to touch it with his mouth and teeth and tongue. You shivered and drifted off.  

"I want to go now, I need a T. Fare." You stood on your toes, his eyes grew a 

coat of red. Stereotypes you had heard of stammerers and their rapid annoyance 

were now replaying somewhere, around the back of your head, it's terrific, 

threatening, you were going to fidget and look small beside him staring down at 

you, but you ignored it, you fought your way, his charred palms held you like 

chain grills. He pushed you to his large tattered bed, pulling off his trousers.  

"You said you will be family to me." 

"Of course, but now you tried to play smart, I have to show you I’m smarter." 

He rushed his words, reserving some strength for the satisfaction of his 

imminent libido.  

A tear dropped from your scrunched up cheeks, just as it is dropping now, 

wipe it, crush it, tuck it under the space in-between your teeth, like you did to 

the remains of him in you; his semen, a mystery your blood had formed; a 

baby's tiny head and body. Don't ruin your makeover, it's important you put up 

this make-believe act, for this moon's illuminance will forever be made manifest 

in your life.   

*** 

Maybe if you hadn't let the memory of your doting, deceitful rapist 

vanish, you wouldn't have met Chief Bankole, Odumodu, Adamu, Elesin, 
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Magaji, Inyang. Brown, torn shirt, green skirt and unkempt hair were the only 

convenient attire your haggard soul made its favorite. His car horn was a 

deafening trumpet everyone in the street heard except you.  

He offered to give you a ride after he called your attention to his 

numerous titles. You declined. He requested for your phone numbers, you 

hissed with disgust and said you don't have a phone. He sped off, violet smoke 

from his exhaust pipe, and rising dusts, coiling into a ribband across your face.  

It was over, he was gone, just as you wanted. You loathed the thought of 

men, you concluded you were going to remain single and unmarried. You were 

beginning to believe that all men were the same.  

As you were approaching the black gate which led to the bungalow your 

sanctimonious aunt was staying, the familiar horn honked, you reversed. It was 

him again.  

You waddled your long straight legs over the passenger's side, your dirty 

mini skirt swaying to and fro with the harmattan wind.  

"Listen, old man, I don't want you tracing me up and down the streets." You 

blurted out in anger.  

"I followed you because you are being unnecessarily rude, but I am not 

offended. This is supposedly where you live, can I know your name now?" 

"No." You replied and pulled the gate open and shut it immediately with a bang. 

A certain kind of defiance works for some people, not for Chief and his beards 

with a touch of gray and a handful of them sprouting in his nostrils, he was 

going to re-strategize, he wasn't going to give up, not after the charades he'd 

put up to woo three women to an exaggerated bed of matrimony, not when he 

knew his intention for you would yield a greater profit for him and this profit 

was going to bring him back the next day's afternoon with bags and tubers of 

goodies for your desperate aunt.  

When you returned, he was sitting by the balcony and an agbada slung 

across his caramel body, that was the first time you noticed that the diacritic 
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mark running across his face, beside his cheeks, belonged only to the richest 

man you had grown up to know in your village. You were fast enough to notice 

a red cap and beads adorning his neck before your feet moved fastidiously in 

passing. He made for you and grabbed your palms tight, you felt like a glorified 

princess, temporarily. You gave him your number, your time, you accepted him 

into your circle once again.     

The fourth night, a certain number: 0803275192 was calling you, it was the 

old man calling to fix a dinner date. You never agreed you would be spending a 

night but once you arrived the hotel, "welcome," he said over the phone, "You 

can ask your way to room 305, third floor, Ahah! It is going to be a fun-filled 

night." 

You didn't object, you helped yourself through the staircase and settled 

your legs on the third floor, room 305 was the last in the walkway, you cast 

curious glances as you walked down the edge of the corridor, an inscription on 

the doors read: 315, 310, before 305. Jittery, you unintentionally pressed the bell 

simultaneously, while you stood anxiously, waiting. You were about to make for 

the bell again when the old man shouted from the room, “A minute please." 

He opened the door and led you to sit on the sofa. He drew a small stool 

leaning against the marble wall, comprising two glasses of wine, closer to your 

legs before drifting closer to sit on the same sofa, beside you. You were 

beginning to feel unnecessarily small again, the intestines of your stomach were 

ricocheting against their walls.  Fear. Nostalgia gripped you.  

After a while, he dashed out a bag of goodies lying at one edge of the sofa, 

beside him. He threw out the first item: a human hair; Monrovian. He said he 

wanted you to be good-looking always. After then, he threw out a pair of high-

heeled shoes. It was destiny repeating itself; it rejuvenated the memories of 

your speech impeded rapist. It grew sharp prickles around your skin. You were 

going to burn with these memories; they came in daunting shades of colors, as 

thumps in the head, as beads of sweat puddling, trickling, and crashing on your 
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knees, only then you knew you were never going to let him play smarter this 

time.  

"Drink up!" He said. 

Shrewd you and your intelligence warned you against it."I don't feel like taking 

anything." The pops to the wine has been corked and poured to the cups before 

you had arrived.  

He frowned. "You have nice legs and boobs." He commented, still rooted at a 

spot.  

"Thank you." You replied, you guessed he would obviously be edging closer to 

you when he added: "And a fine set of buttocks too." But, he didn't, meanwhile 

he licked his lips and said you were bags of money.  

"Ah!" Your lips flung open, you couldn't connect the scenario, meanwhile your 

nostalgia has fled.  

He said you must take a sip, he started forcing you to take a sip, bringing 

the wine glass towards your lips. You withdrew your face, when he felt his 

efforts futile, he dashed out a sharp knife from his trousers pocket and brought 

it to your face. The accuracy of targeting at things; that exactness at hitting an 

object at a distance which you never knew you had in your possession, surfaced. 

You clutched one of the heeled shoes somewhere on the floor and knocked the 

knife off his senile palms; it fell, you made for it and dug it into his throat in 

self-defense.  

The possessor of all the money and material things he brought to the 

hotel room was you, your Gucci bag sang of dollars, pounds and instant 

richness. You stopped searching for greener pastures, you fled from your 

miserably-turned sanctimonious aunt with the inscrutable lies she couldn't 

fathom; of you bumping into an old friend who led you to a lucrative job.  You 

became the distorted puzzle the world couldn't wrap around Chief's death, your 

anonymousness would tie loose ends to his postmortem. If you wrapped the 

stabbing knife in the white handkerchief well; in a way the dripping blood from 
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it wouldn't remind you of your innocent hymen dropping on the plastered 

classroom floor, you would forever remain free.    

You have many words to say, many stories to tell your future generation. 

Say nothing.  Dab the mists puddled up in your brown eyes with your palms. 

Pose. The divisible moonlight is gone. The only present source of illumination 

inside the studio is the floodlight, and a clutter will soon be heard after a click. 

You will say a thousand words with it, you will make a memory of it: a picture; 

it says a thousand words.  
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Mark Blickley 

The Biology of Courage 

 

y name is Jull Soares and I am a bastard. This is not a particular 

opinion that I, or anyone else that I'm aware of, has placed on 

me. It is objective truth. My mother was an unlicensed sex worker and either 

she or I have any inkling of who fathered me, although a couple of gringos are 

among the suspects. 

There is nothing more painful than longing for things that never were. Many 

of my friends grew up with fathers and when I was young, I was very jealous. 

However, based on what I’ve witnessed in films and in real life, it doesn’t seem 

that I missed out on much. If you are loved—it doesn’t matter by whom or how 

many—you’ll be fine as long as you feel worthy of being loved. 

I am old now, but I do not think that I fear death. Sometimes I get upset that 

while I am rotting in the dirt others will be drinking beer and dancing, or laying 

on a beach with closed eyes, caressed by the sun. My love of history has been an 

enormous help in smothering my panic of not being alive.  

Ever since I was a child, I’ve adored hearing city elders tell stories about 

Cartagena. How my ancestors fought and killed the Spanish invader Juan de la 

Cosa when he tried to steal a 132 pound golden porcupine from our Sinu 

temple. And how we citizens repelled an attack of the English armada that 

included George Washington’s half brother Lawrence. Or when the great North 

American female matador, Patricia McCormick, one of the finest bullfighters of 

her time, slew a bull at the beloved Circo Teatro. Streaked in blood, she knelt by 

the animal she just killed and stroked its head while screaming out, “I love this 

brave bull!”  

I can accept and enjoy that all these events took place without my being 

alive to witness them, so why should I regret events I will be unable to 

M 
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experience after I die? I have come to believe that when we die, we return to 

wherever we were the year before our birth. As I was born in 1959, I will simply 

return to whatever I was doing in 1958 and that’s where I will be for eternity. 

There seems to be very few second chances in life and I suspect the same will be 

true in death.  

I like lying on this ledge, becoming part of this glorious mural. I feel as if I’m 

a horizontal recruiter enlisting pedestrians to take some time outs during the 

day and not to fear exposing them self in public. Often kids, mostly teenagers, 

come over and tease me that I look dead when they shake or kick me into 

awakening. I can appreciate their concern or forgive their mockery, but I don’t 

like it when they pee in a wine bottle and try to force me to drink. Or pour it 

over me while I sleep.  

Sleeping in public can give you interesting insights into human nature. It’s 

been my experience that the good are pretty evenly matched with the bad, 

although it does tip a bit more in favor of the positive. Many people think I’m 

just a homeless misfit and don’t realize I’m actually giving them a chance to join 

me in creating a temporary public family. Compassion and cruelty is what I 

frequently dream about while I sleep on this beautiful ledge, and is what I often 

wake up to.  

Since I was a child, I’ve always hated shoes. Most men like to appear tough. 

If a person really wants to be tough it must start with their feet. Our ancestors 

probably went tens of thousands of years travelling in their bare feet—tough, 

grizzled, calloused—but not indifferent. Growing up without family except for 

my mother, I don’t think of being shoeless as a sign of poverty. I am walking in 

the footsteps of my ancestors where each step I take is headed in the direction 

of a family reunion. The soles of my naked feet scrape along the same paths 

where the souls of my forebears once walked. Please forgive my clumsy attempt 

at poetic wordplay, but it is a holy trail.  

A human head should always be cradled. That is why I always carry a pillow 
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in my pouch. A good pillow allows you to dream in color. My pillow is very old 

and even when I wash it has a distinctly peculiar smell to it. That’s because of 

the many beautiful dreams and disturbing nightmares burrowed inside it. My 

sweat and tears puddle into the stains of my life. A kind European visitor once 

told me I should consider my pillow as a work of textile art. I’m not sure what 

that means, but I like how it sounds.  

It is a pillow almost as old as me. My mother made it for me when I was still 

“shitting yellow” as she used to like to say in her colorful way of labeling me a 

baby. Each day I ensconce myself into this bright yellow mural, beneath a 

stunning young woman with legs spread, as if birthing me onto this ledge. 

Freedom is isolation. Slavery is the obliteration of isolation. I abhor 

flophouses, government housing and charitable hostels. Once you lose your 

ability to desire isolation, you become a slave. Creativity can only flourish in 

silence and solitude. If I was in some kind of forced shelter do you think I would 

be writing in this notebook and accompanying these words with images torn 

from magazines, newspapers and catalogues? The European woman who told 

me my pillow was textile art also said that I have a collagist mentality when I 

showed her a few of my notebooks. 

Do not pity me as homeless. Celebrate me as one who possesses the special 

gift of being able to live alone. Sometimes I am forced to enter the dark doors of 

slavery, but I maintain the wherewithal to escape back into freedom and return 

to this colorful ledge.  

And so here I lay, precariously balanced between moments of exaltation and the 

fear of being disturbed. In between those two points lies the secret to a healthy 

and productive life. Boredom is not having nothing to do, but feeling like 

nothing is worth doing. No one volunteers to experience life. We don’t have a 

choice. That is why anyone who completes this journey without taking short 

cuts is heroic.  

Can you spare a few pesos in support of a pilgrim’s progress?  
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Thank you. 

May you be spared a life of inertia in motion.  
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Journey 

Connor Orrico 
 
Life is a journey into the unknown. We walk, walk and walk until we walk no more. Then, 
our breath is no more. Our eyes see nothing again. We are just there. We are lost into the 
dark. The roads sometimes are wide open and sometimes, they are rough, tough and smooth. 
It all depends on the road you see. The house you see. The people you meet on the way. The 
colours of the sky. The mountains, hills, sand, birds, insects and many other things that make 
your journey a success. Like this picture, the journey of life is on a road like this but not 
always. – John Vincent Chizoba 
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Hidden words of perceptive 

Connor Orrico 
 
Water. Rumbling. Shadows. Grasses. Sky. Noises. Troubled soul. Water is life. It is 
part/means of transportation. It transports human feelings, Emotions, bodies, spirits and 
souls from one perspective to another location creating empty to a previous location. 
Sometimes this emptiness resonates with an alluring eye to someone who hopes to see us 
again. The memories to those we lost and those who we prink their rainbows and watch their 
eyes drop tears of lost. We will always come back here to look into it and see who we already 
become. Like a mirror, it reflects us.  – John Vincent Chizoba 
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The transience of use 

Connor Orrico 
 
Each time you look at a picture, try not to see the beauty of that picture, and try to see the 
emblems embedded in the picture. Try to forget the Beautiful colours but see the dark side of 
the picture connected to life and its ups and downs. See those things abandoned. Those 
leftover to rot. Those things rejected and those communized, they are things that make up 
life and how we live. Why do you think that this boat was abandoned here? Who owns it? – 
John Vincent Chizoba 
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To bring good news 

Connor Orrico 
 
A certain child once asked his father: “father, where would the next meal come from? Are we 
ever going to eat a meal again?" The father looked at him. He shook his head and smile. The 
boy's face interlocked with his father's. He waited for an answer but none came. The father 
looked away. Sometimes, when our life is punctured by suffering, we gaspes for air. And 
when this air is nowhere to be found, we lose us. Lose our inner voice, spirit and we speak no 
more.  Life as a tosser can be gentle at times and hard the other time, but no matter how 
hard we try to manage life we end up becoming what life has chosen for us to become. We 
are who life has chosen for us; suffering, pains, agony, beauty, joy, laughter, sorrow and tears. 
We are just what life brings to us. – John Vincent Chizoba 
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Memories  

Connor Orrico 
 
Hope and dream serving the same purpose of holding on to life. – John Vincent Chizoba 
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The geometry of man and environment 

Connor Orrico 
 
There is always a thing that connects man and the geometry of his life and his environment 
and his moments here on Earth. Sometimes, we come to view nature from places like this. 
We draw inspiration and hope looking at places like this. We get to understand life and 
nature. Water is life. It connects humanity and channels many things around humans. It is 
source of living to man. It describes a place of no return. It describes lost. It has no beginning 
and it equally has no end. Water sustains life and movement. – John Vincent Chizoba 
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Path  
Connor Orrico 
 
Path. Divergent. Sky. Trees. wood. Rays. Faith and Hope. But where does this track leads to? 
Where does this path meet? Does it have another road ahead or does it stop at the ending 
entrance. There are paths that emerge from the beginning of our life but it has no end and 
some have end which leads to another end and another end of the other end leads to 
another. Many are not used daily while some are used daily. There are some paths that are 
well used while some are not but they all make the difference depending on the one you have 
chosen to walk on. The difference in the path is the choice you make as a human being 
walking on one and leaving the other. – John Vincent Chizoba  
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Movemnet  
Connor Orrico 
 
Moments are captured memories that come back to us. They keep coming and going. They 
are journey and journals. They keep coming back to us after many days. Those moments we 
spent with those orphans are not lost. Those moments we spent with those widows are not 
lost, they keep coming back to us either for the smiles we put on their faces or for the tears 
we leave them with. Moments are captured memories that stay longer in our heart. Just like a 
photo camera, you capture a thing on a glorious moment and allow it to stay forever and 
remind you for days that a thing like that once existed. – John Vincent Chizoba  
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Outlook  
Connor Orrico 
 
Outlook. Environment. Flowers. Glowing. Beauty. Jungle. Animals. Wood. They are beautiful 
pictures of the way the earth create it beauty. They stay longer. They wake memories and 
ease out sorrowful situations. Sometimes, we think that these things come into Existence by 
themselves but no, they didn't. Someone must have designed them. Someone must have had 
a blueprint of them. Life is beautiful. Life is weird. Life is treasure. An island of reminiscing. 
An island of thoughts. An island of depression. It all depends on the choice you made. It all 
depends on the pattern you have chosen. Life is a two faced masquerade, a far look give you 
the ugliness of it but at a closer look, you will see the beauty therein. – John Vincent 
Chizoba   
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The things we build and let go of  
Connor Orrico 
 
There are many things we rejected on the long run. We left many things untouched. We 
abandoned love. We abandoned life. We abandoned family. We abandoned laughter, joy, 
sadness and many things that make up life but when a picture is captured from the eyes of a 
camera lens, we see every detail of things we never showed concern to. Those bridges we 
burnt on the course of our journey. We are here, great sojourners but on the course of our 
journey we leave many things unnoticed. They wait for us. They stay for us to come back to 
hold them back. Picture speaks but we don't listen to it details rather we go for the beauty 
without the message. – John Vincent Chizoba   
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A child 
Patrick Chukwuka Onyejiaka 
 
A beautifully shot taken of a boy shielding his face/eyes from sunlight, an oppression, which 
is in fact necessary for nature’s evolvement. Water flow on his skin, so captivating to behold. 
A mastery in handling of lens. Here, the sun must be jealous of this beauty and threatens to 
suck the water off. – John Vincent Chizoba   
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Nigerian Award-winning publisher and author, "Things That 
Start Small but Sweet". 

 
Libretto had a discussion with award winning Nigerian writer and 
publisher, Bibi Ukonu. Bibi Ukonu is an architect, poet and novelist. 
He is published online, and in print magazine, such as Pyramid 
Magazine and Twilight Musings of the International Library of 
Poetry. He is also the editor of CityDeigns Magazine, and writes about 
Architecture and sustainable Development. Things That Start Small 
But Sweet is his second collection of short stories, which won the 1st 
Runner Up Prize for ANA/Abubakar Gimba Prize for Short Stories. 
He is also the Mahaging Editor of Griots Lounge Publishing (a 
Yagazie Media Limited publishing imprint). Bibi lives in Manitoba 
with his family, and sometimes in Lagos. Twitter/Intagram: 
@bibi_ukonu 

 

Libretto: Hello Bibi, I am so happy to have you here. What prompted you 
to become a writer? When did you first realize you wanted to be a writer? 

Bibi: I’m honoured to be interviewed by 
Libretto, especially in a confusing season 
such as we are in. Thank you so much. 
Maybe I became a writer because of 
events like this, like the pandemic, 
poverty, naming ceremonies, struggles 
and parties. I realized I was a writer when 
I began documenting such realities of 
life, although as fiction. It was also when 
I had the courage to let go of my writing 
for the world to have and read. I can’t 
remember at what age, but as a kid I was 
surrounded by writers and storytellers 
such as my Dad and Uncle who was one 
of the first writers to write Igbo stories 
for children. 

Libretto: What is your best writing genre? Apart from writing, what other 
profession would you have chosen? 

Bibi: Fiction. It was first poetry, but something happened along the 
line. I can’t remember what happened that made me run to fiction. I 
think I found out I loved stories and the magic behind them, and also 
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their ability to create images in your head, and possibly take you on a 
trip. I’m also an architect and a facility manager. Recently, I have 
started embracing publishing, branding and marketing, with the 
technologies that are required. I think publishing is a very interesting 
field for me. 

Libretto: How did Griots Lounge become a Publishing home for writers? 
What does it take to get published through your firm? 

Bibi: Most people don’t realise that Griots Lounge 
Publishing started in 2012, and we launched our 
first title the same year at The British Library in 
London. The launch was an event hosted by Africa 
Writes in 2013. It was well attended. We launched 
Andrew Eseimokumo Oki’s BONFIRES OF THE 
GODS at that event. But after that, no one heard 
from us until 2017 when my collection of short 
stories was released. Since then, we have been out 
with more titles, and we have expanded to West 
Africa and North America. We are a traditional 
publishing company. Recently, we called for submissions and it was 
overwhelming to receive over 200 excerpts of finished manuscripts 
from all over Africa. 

Libretto: How can the reading culture be encouraged in Nigeria? 

Bibi: I don’t think the reading culture in Nigeria is dead. I think the 
publicity is poor. Nigerians read what interests them. They read blogs 
and gossip. Nigerians have been following up on the current pandemic 
and the conspiracies surrounding it. I think investments in PR are low 
among publishing houses. You have to sell a product by making it look 
sizzling. You have to also release great literature, not just because you 
have a friend that is a writer and you want to help. These things affect 
the reader’s psychology towards a book and make them want to buy 
and read. The Nigerian reader wants to be convinced why he must 
read your book. And that is a valid desire. 

Libretto: What was the process of writing your first book like for you? Is 
hard or easy when you were writing a book? Did you give it a second 
thought or you just decided to see your first book published? How long 
did it take you to write the book? What inspired the title "Things That 
Start Small but Sweet" and why this title? 
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Bibi: Things That Start Small but Sweet 
wasn’t my first book. I already had a 
collection of short stories, first published 
by an Indian publisher, before then. I also 
had a collection of poems. But this 
particular short stories collection took me 
a few journeys and communion to write. I 
had to interact with the beautiful people of 
Egun, who occupy the length of waterfront 
or coastal Lagos. I visited Makoko a few 
times as well, and had to commune with 
the people. My collection is about them, 

their joys and cries, and every uncertainty and victory that life throws 
at us. 

 

Libretto: What can you say to upcoming young contemporary writers 
who wish to achieve more in writing? Also, as someone who has been in 
this industry for years, can you share your views on how you think 
someone can benefit financially and otherwise from writing and 
publishing? 

Bibi: Everyone should continue writing. Travel around and discover 
new stories around the world. Find an editor and keep polishing your 
writing. I don’t know how you make money from writing, but I know if 
your work is great, you would definitely be found by grants, 
residencies, prizes, paid interviews and events, and so on. You may 
also channel your interest towards academics. It goes back to the PR 
thing I mentioned earlier. It has the energy to draw the interest of 
bigger financial players to the book world. 

Libretto: Who are your favourite writers? And which books have 
impacted your writing the most? If you do not mind, you can share with 
us some of your favourite excerpts/lines from the book(s). 

Bibi: Teju Cole and Nnamdi Oguike. I enjoy Ukamaka Olisakwe’s 
writing as well, and can’t wait to have her new writing. 

Libretto: What does your family think of your writing? 

Bibi: I’m actually not a writer at home. I’m more like a playmate. We 
read stories together, ranging from African writing to fairy tales, and 
also the Holy Bible. My job is to share these stories with the kids. I find 
time to write without them noticing it. I haven’t been writing so much 
recently, anyway, apart from Facebook posts.  But I have been reading 
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a lot of books. 

Libretto: what is your take about the pandemic happening globally? 
Would you say it has been destined to happen? Has the crisis anyway 
affected the publishing industry? 

Bibi: I have no interest in any conspiracy or why there’s a virus. There 
are people that it is their job to find out these things, and some will 
find the cure. I am simply praying that they resolve this as soon as 
possible, so we don’t lose our beautiful lives. I am anxious to see the 
end of this. 

Libretto: So, what are you working on next? What should we look forward 
to? 

Bibi: I am building relationships around North America, based on 
publishing and sales. We have book launches for our authors in the 
United States, Canada, Nigeria and South Africa planned this year. I 
pray they happen. But if the pandemic continues, we would have no 
choice than to respect authorities and cancel these plans. I am 
currently producing my first audio book. I have also finished a 
collection of poems. 

Libretto: Thank you, Bibi. 
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Cheluchi Onyemelukwe, Nigerian Award-winning writer and 
author, “The Son of the House". 

Libretto had a discussion with award winning Nigeria writer, attorney 
and academic. Cheluchi Onyemelukwe is a writer, lawyer and 
academic. Her short stories and essays have appeared in literary 
journals, most recently, Entropy. Her first novel, The Son of the 
House, was published by Penguin Random House, South Africa in 
2019, by Parresia in Nigeria in 2019. It is forthcoming from Canada's 
largest independent publisher Dundurn Press, and a UK edition will 
be published by Europa Editions. An Italian edition will also be 
published by Europa Editions. The Son of the House won the Best 
International Fiction Book Award at the Sharjah International Book 
Fair. It has been called 'beautifully written and intimate... an 
incredible first novel' (City Press) and ' powerful and intimate ...worth 
every star and more' (Sunday Times) and ‘storytelling at its finest’ by 
Artslink. Cheluchi holds a doctorate degree in law from Dalhousie 
University, Canada and a First Class degree in law from the University 
of Nigeria 

Libretto: Hello Cheluchi, I am so happy to have you here. Tell us about 
yourself. What prompted you to become a writer? When did you first 
realize you wanted to be a writer? 

Cheluchi: Thank you for having me! I am a human, 
woman, daughter, sister, wife, mother and friend.  I 
work extensively on health law and I teach too. I love 
stories.  I have always been a reader; reading increases 
your desire to write in my experience.  And so I have 
wanted to write since I was a child.  I am a lawyer, a 
teacher, leader of organisations and several other 
things.  But long before I knew I would be any of these 
things, I knew I wanted to write. 

Libretto: What is your best writing genre? Apart from writing, what other 
profession would you have chosen? 

Cheluchi: I love prose.  I once tried poetry, years ago.  But I am really 
a prose writer, and reader.  I am a lawyer, in part because I thought it 
was the closest thing to writing that might mean I would have an 
actual job that would pay the bills.  

Libretto: How can the reading culture be encouraged in Nigeria? 
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Cheluchi: I would say this is a question that has been asked since I 
was a child! And I think it will be asked when my kids publish their 
own books, maybe years from now! I think that emphasising reading 
from very young would help.  I never went to libraries myself as a child 
but in countries outside Nigeria, taking children to a library is actually 
considered fun.  With the advent and permeation of technology, there 
is much distraction, and I am not sure how much effort we can make 
in the direction of library.  But even reading on phones and gadgets is 
better than no reading at all.  

Libretto: What was the process of writing your book like for you? Is it 
hard or easy when you were writing a book? Did you give it a second 
thought or you just decided to see your book published? How long did it 
take you to write the book? What inspired the title "The Son of the 
House" and why this title? 

Cheluchi: I find writing fiction hard.  But 
once I knock out a first draft, it starts to get 
easier.  I don’t have a specific process.  I have 
a life outside of writing so I try to squeeze it 
when I can.  I usually don’t have the full 
story, I usually have the characters and 
sometimes what my hands type out as I flesh 
out these characters and their stories 
surprises even me.  I definitely wanted to 
publish it and so I tried to do so once I 
thought the book was ready.  The Son of the 
House was actually a suggestion by my 
editor. It comes from a phrase in the book. I 
find titles harder than writing! 

Libretto: What can you say to upcoming young contemporary writers 
who wish to achieve more in writing? Also, as someone who has been in 
this industry for years, can you share your views on how you think 
someone can benefit financially and otherwise from writing? 

Cheluchi: I would say to young writers: it can be hard, but as with 
anything you desire, keep at it. Find discipline, patience, a thick skin, 
and hope (as hard as that can be) – you will likely need them.  As for 
money, I suspect it is the same – open your eyes to learning all you can 
from writing and the business, while putting the craft first.  Hopefully, 
other things follow.  

Libretto: Who are your favourite writers? And which books have 
impacted your writing the most? If you do not mind, you can share with 
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us some of your favourite excerpts/lines from the book(s) 

Cheluchi: I really don’t think in terms of favourites when it comes to books.  
I am emotional about many books and they evoke different emotions at 
different times – comfort, nostalgia, escape, a deeper knowledge of 
humanity, and most importantly an enjoyment of stories of people who 
could have existed, if only in the imagination of the author. But re-reading 
Achebe brings me comfort.  I have thoroughly enjoyed reading Hilary 
Mantel’s Thomas Cromwell series. I enjoy Rohan Mistry.  I enjoyed Yewande 
Omotosho The Second Door.  I suspect that many of the books I read as a 
child and there were a wide variety – from the African Writers Series books 
to the English classics, old fiction like Quo Vadis, to even the children’s 
literature I read and all the romance and pulp fiction have an impact on my 
own writing.   

Libretto: What does your family think of your writing? 

Cheluchi: I think they like it.  For the most part, my family is not surprised 
by my writing and they support me.  

Libretto: what is your take about the pandemic happening globally? 
Would you say it has been destined to happen? Has the crisis anyway 
affected in good and bad the reading culture here in Nigeria or globally?  

Cheluchi: Pandemics are not exactly new phenomena.  But their arrival is 
almost always a surprise for humans – the time is usually not announced 
prior to occurrence.  Preparation beforehand would be helpful in cushioning 
its effect – from establishing systems and institutions and legal and policy 
framework for epidemic and pandemic preparedness. 

Libretto: Do you have a specific time for writing? 

Cheluchi: No.  I wish I was disciplined enough to have a specific time.  

Libretto: So, what are you working on next? What should we look forward 
to? 

Cheluchi: I am working on a second novel.  A short excerpt was published in 
the Johannesburg Review of Books late last year.  

Libretto: Thank you, Cheluchi.  
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Cheswayo Mphanza, Zambian Award-winning poet & Author 
“The Rinehart Frames”. 

Libretto had a discussion with Zambian Award-winning poet and 
author, Cheswayo Mphanza was born in Lusaka, Zambia and raised 
in Chicago, Illinois. His work has been featured in the New England 
Review, New Orleans Review, American Literary Review, Haydenâ€™s 
Ferry Review, Vinyl, Prairie Schooner, and RHINO. He has received 
fellowships from the Bread Loaf Writers Conference, Hurston/Wright 
Foundation, Callaloo, Cave Canem, and Columbia University. A 
finalist for the Brunel International African Poetry Prize and a 
recipient of the 2017 Hurston/Wright Award for College Writers, his 
debut collection The Rinehart Frames (University of Nebraska Press), 
winner of the Sillerman First Book Prize for African Poets, is 
forthcoming in 2021. He earned his MFA from Rutgers-Newark. 

Libretto: Hello Cheswayo. I’m so much happy to have you here, please 
tell us little about yourself. 

Cheswayo: This is always an awkward question, but I am many things. 
Immigrant, Zambian, Black, Writer, fake chef and photographer. I 
know I’m not really saying much there per say, but I guess I sort of live 
in those various generalities. The fluidity in how I have constructed my 
Blackness, or at least my performance of it. This all makes sense for 
what the book turned out to be and the type of writer I want to 
become. 

Libretto: What is your best writing genre? Apart from writing, what other 
profession would you have chosen? 

Cheswayo: Poetry, I would say. I tried fiction in my undergrad writing 
classes and I don’t think I was ready. One day I hope to write a novel. 
Nothing expansive. That is perhaps going to be a lifelong project of mine. 
After reading Ficciones by Borges and Counternarratives by John Keene, I 
think I unlocked something in me. I am gradually taking notes here and 
there which I don’t know if they will even be useful in the future, but it is 
what it is. A brother of mine, Simeon, has a forthcoming novel with a 
working title of End Times and I got to tell you that I truly am envious of 
fiction writers. Perhaps this is why my poems are so lush—as I have been 
told. I would like to think that many of my poems are really short stories. 
Apart from writing, I definitely would have been some sort of academic. 
Perhaps a Africana studies professor. I applied to PhD programs, but didn’t 
make the cut. And maybe that was a sign for me to take writing seriously 
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because in all honesty getting a PhD felt like a security blanket more than 
anything.  

Libretto: What is the process of writing poetry like for you? Is it a lot of 
hard work or easy? What makes this particular genre you are involved in 
so special? How important is research to you when writing poetry, and 
what inspires you to write? 

Cheswayo: The process is fun. After 
reading those works by Keene and Borges I 
realized how infinite the imagination can 
be. So many possibilities. I love indulging 
in my imagination once I develop a 
concept. Trying to see if it sticks. If I can 
make it work, etc. Most of my work as a 
poet is really derivate of historical events, 
figures, and places. Some type of hybrid of 
metaphysical writing and docu-poetics. 
Which is why I love poetry so much? 
Poetry allows me to just tumble into any 
genre I want. I can do anything in a poem 
from writing scripts to a movie, a eulogy, 
and a critical introduction to some made 
up work of mine. And I can do all that in a 
matter of pages. Which is crazy, but truly liberating. 

Libretto: Have you ever incorporated something that happened to you in 
real life into your poetry? What do you think makes good poetry, and 
what books have influenced your writing the most? 

Cheswayo: Yeah there are a couple of my poems which are in conversation 
with some memories from my life, but I don’t really like to dwell in that 
because I think that’s too easy. That’s when writing has potential to become 
this lazy, self-righteous, affective fallacy bullshit. The challenge for me is to 
say to myself “hey, why don’t you write a poem about an Indian painter in 
the 1930s by using her paintings as an exercise in not only ekphrasis, but 
fragmentation, biography, myth-making, etc. And to me that’s what makes 
good writing—an obsessive and persistent intention behind the work outside 
of relying on how I simply “feel” about things. 

Libretto: Now to the Sillerman First Book Prize for African Poetry 2020, 
how did emerged the winner make you feel? 

Cheswayo: It felt good. There have been many moments in my life where I 
could have submitted a manuscript, but I refrained because I wanted to 
make sure I was ready. When I did submit the manuscript, I had no doubt in 
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my mind I put something out into the world that was intentional, careful, 
and thoughtful. You have to love the work you put out, not what you want 
the work to put out for you. 

Libretto: Please tell us more about “The Rinehart Frames”. 

Cheswayo: The Rinehart Frames is a study in ekphrasis, docu-poetics, 
and metaphysical writing. It uses Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man and 
Abbas Kiarostami’s 24 Frames as a launching pad to explore history, 
violence, race, visual arts, politics, etc. in relation to a larger 
conversation about diaspora.  

Libretto: If you had to do it all over again, would you change anything in 
“The Rinehart Frames” collection? 

Cheswayo: Nothing at all. 

Libretto: Who are your favourite writers? And which books have 
impacted your writing the most? If you do not mind, you can share with 
us some of your favourite excerpts/lines from the book(s). 

Cheswayo: To mention a few that readily jump to mind: everything by 
Gwendolyn Brooks, Borges’ Ficciones, John Keene Counternarratives, 
everything by Terrance Hayes, Macnolia by A. Van Jordan, everything 
by Cathy Park Hong, everything by Nathaniel Mackey, Sculpting in 
Time by Tarkovsky, everything by Fanon, everything by Rilke, and 
everything by Octavia E. Butler. 

Libretto: what is your take about the pandemic happening globally? 
Would you say it has been destined to happen? Has the crisis anyway 
affected in good and bad the reading culture globally?  

Cheswayo: Yes the pandemic was bound to happen and more 
pandemics like this are bound to happen if we don’t drastically change 
the way we relate to our environments as humans. It’s a strange time 
definitely. I can’t really say if this has affected the reading culture, but I 
know I have changed by reading habits. It has given me time to gather 
myself. I have started on what I anticipate to be my second book of 
poems at least. I’m in no rush, but I have an idea which I wish to 
manifest. 

Libretto: What can you say to upcoming young contemporary writers 
who wish to achieve more in writing? Also, as someone who has been in 
this industry for years, can you share your views on how you think 
someone can benefit financially and otherwise from writing? 

Cheswayo: I can’t offer any sound advice on this because I am also an 
“upcoming young contemporary writer who wishes to achieve more in 
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writing.” It is important though to question what is it that you consider 
“more.” Something that I settled for myself at twenty-five. I want to be 
in conversation with a specific line of writers. I want my work to be 
respected in that regard. Which is what for me achieving more in 
writing means. Everything else is superfluous. 

Libretto: They say Africans don’t read. As much as foreign writers. Do you 
believe that? 

Cheswayo: I am not quite familiar 
with this, but what I can say from 
the things I’ve read in Brittle Paper 
and the 20.35 anthology which I.S. 
Jones and I will be editing for the 
second edition is that there just 
seems to not be enough exposure 
for African writers on the continent. 
The types of infrastructures that 
exist in western countries that help 
expose writers to writing not only as 
a practice, but the history of 
writing, and schools of writing, 
don’t exist in large sums on the 
continent. For a lot of the African 
writers who have reached out to 
me, our dialogues become the sole learning opportunities for them. 
And I think it is important to think about infrastructure and 
colonialism in African countries and how literacy or illiteracy becomes 
such a nuanced understanding of what has happened historically for 
this gap to be what it is. Especially considering the overwhelming 
amount of piousness that I see in African writing which is another 
conversation about colonialism and the internalization of some 
Abrahamic religious values as the frames of reference in which African 
writers come to see themselves writing about.  

Libretto: Are there any books that you are currently reading and why? 

Cheswayo: I am currently reading Octavia E. Butler’s Parable of the 
Sower because it would be disrespectful to have a copy of Butler’s work 
in your home and for you to not read it.  

Libretto: Tell us one thing you’ve learnt in writing. 

Cheswayo: The imagination is infinite, but understand everything that 
will be written has already been written. This is me paraphrasing 
Borges of course. 
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Libretto: Is there anything you are currently working on that may 
intrigue the interest of your readers?  

Cheswayo: Just exploring more metaphysical things that extend a 
larger conversation of writing as a gathering of one’s life.  

Libretto Final words to your readers? 

Cheswayo: Thank you for always making time.  
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blue serenity 
Patrick Chukwuka Onyejiaka 
 
Blue serenity is a realistic pencil drawing that depicts nothing but Peace. The face of a 
lady wearing the expression of tranquility and hope with blue flower with touch of yellow 
sprouting at her chin. Women, they say, are necessary evils. However, there are some 
good women out there who have made their men successful. Blue here represents peace. 
Yellow represents happiness, Joy, Optimism and Loyalty. "Blue Serenity" is a masterpiece 
with good purpose. – Adenifuja Adetokunbo 
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It’s portrays wishes and prayers to god for good days to come 
Payal Dutta 
 
Praying to God or worshipping God is the primary assignment of humans on earth. The 
detailed drawing portrays worshipping God is from birth to old age. Most especially 
praying to God for his protection and utmost care, how he has looked after you till you 
clock this certain age. This calls for reflection and deep thinking concerning our 
existence. It's a well rendered work. A master piece too. – Adenifuja Adetokunbo 
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Plague Doctor 
Oliver Perry 
 
"Plague Doctor" is a stylized painting that symbolically represents the pyschological 
condition of health workers across the world. We see smiles plastered on doctors' faces, 
which is the ethics of their profession, but inwardly they face challenges especially in the 
face of pandemic/plague,  such as the present COVID-19. They sacrifice themselves for 
others to live. "Plague doctor" is a timely master piece. – Adenifuja Adetokunbo  
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conciliate 
Sam kthar 
 
"Concilate" is a painting that exhibits the juxtaposition of musical elements. The colours 
are vigorous, and now Music brings calmness to a troubled mind. It is such a subtle piece. 
– Adenifuja Adetokunbo 
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Flirting with the waters 
Vincent Chiwala 
 
A child. A dream. A future. Water. The colour of our skin is who are. We are what we 
were told then and now and hoping to get through the world with a different look at the 
same thing that makes us who we are. We all do have a spirit to conquer what we think 
that is our stumbling block but until we talk wheel, the block remain where it. There is a 
future for every child. – Adenifuja Adetokunbo 
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My eye, my treasure 
Patrick Chukwuka Onyejiaka 

  
This is an untitled biro drawing rendered in unique strokes laid into realistic skin 
blending. "My eye, my treasure" would be a befitting title since eye is the window to the 
beautiful world and to the soul. All beauty and essence of humanity lost without a 
functioning eye. Life becomes useless without this organ that means more than gold or 
any jewel at all. "My eye, my treasure" is surely a masterpiece. – Adenifuja Adetokunbo  
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me, myself and isolation 
Oliver Perry 
 
"Plague Doctor" is a stylized painting that symbolically represents the pyschological 
condition of health workers across the world. We see smiles plastered on doctors' faces, 
which is the ethics of their profession, but inwardly they face challenges especially in the 
face of pandemic/plague,  such as the present COVID-19. They sacrifice themselves for 
others to live. "Plague doctor" is a timely master piece. – Adenifuja Adetokunbo  
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origin 
Sam kthar 
 
Every invention or beginning can be disorderly but with time it takes shape into a 
beautiful and more clear vision. Such is the beautiful disorderliness portrayed in this 
painting, titled "Origin." Every success story has a rough path and Origin, the imperfect 
starting point. Sometimes, we need to look far back to how and where we started from, to 
glorify our creator and appreciate His grace upon us. – Adenifuja Adetokunbo 
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splash 
Sam kthar 
 
Here is an abstract representation of "splash" as the title implies. This painting suggests 
that life without a splash/fun is dead. How do we live? Let there be a splash. – Adenifuja 
Adetokunbo 
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Behind the mask 
Oliver Perry 
 
"Behind the mask" is a painting I can call semi-abstract in nature. The outlook is almost 
formless like major "Abstract" works. What happens "Behind the mask" is inexplicable. A 
mask with expression of joy may conceal troubled face and vice-versa. The colours are 
discordant with tiled background that represents orderliness. That is, mask is an element 
of deception. This hints us about politics. How a lot of evils are hidden behind the scenes, 
they give us hopeful information tailored in orderly manner on TV screen and press. – 
Adenifuja Adetokunbo  
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Al/Gen5D 
Sam kthar 
 
Abstract painting representing AI, Artificial intelligence, which is the order of the day. 
The digital world which has prevailed over the real life. AI rules and guides every action. 
Indeed a 5D generation. – Adenifuja Adetokunbo 
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The consequences of interesting times 
Oliver Perry  
 
"The consequence of interesting times" is a paraphrase for interesting past in contrast 
with the present time. Times we looked back through the box of past realities of sweet 
memories. Reminiscence. Blue is a dominant colour in this piece, which portrays the 
peacefulness in the mind when we think of interesting times curled into a big chunk of 
nostalgia. The effect that positive past experiences have on us purge depression of the 
present off our soul. – Adenifuja Adetokunbo  
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The body of naked realities in Halima 
Amali’s “I want to Join Them” by Umar 

Yogiza Jr 
Publication: 2016 
Genre: Poetry 
Page: 88 
ISBN: 978-978-918-433-0 
Published by Kraftgriots Books 

 
n this poetry collection of 'I Want To 
Join Them’ cover, Professor Idris Amali 

once said, “Even without giving the cover 
attention you will see blood everywhere and 
money; dollars and nairas changing hands 
confidently and less than a fit below you will 
meet inferno ravaging the land, children's 
future, conscience being bombarded in a state 
of war that the killers and arsonists are safe. 
How can she join them? How dare she joins 
them as my wife? This is the response of the 
renowned poet Professor Idris Amali to his 
wife Dr. Halimia Amali's book 'I Want To Join 
Them' when it was minimally released by 
Kraftgriots books 2016. 
 

In this book you will meet a land and its people burning nonstop. You will 
meet a poet interrogating and excruciating beings salvaging happiness in their 
bondage. In her lens, each abandoned ash and weak embers of what was 
destroyed invokes our eyes, implies some hardly seen scorched beings still live.  
 

The forty-five poems collection enters one's heart through his or her 
intimate wounds and unhealed scars. Each poem is a fire genuinely neglecting 
the cries of what it scorched. It is a hungry fire and brimstone, which effaces the 
tall walls raised by the purported unchallengeable as a cover to veil their 
pillaging markets. 
 

All the contemporary poets writing about intricate corruption and 
injustice in Nigeria and Africa use axe, they cut corruption down from its trunk 
to fruity branches. In 'I Want To Join Them' Halima Amali goes wider length to 
excavate all the roots with psychological exactness through its medical history, 
she went further to check the type of soil breeding such consolidated roots, the 

O 
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type of seed, wind movement and the amount of rain water that corruption uses 
before maturity. She also checks the formula of corruption its advocate uses to 
erase dreams and potentials of ordinary people. Dr. Halima Amali search for 
our fracture areas. She searches for the salvageable in us out of the raging 
inferno. When the land and people we know and love are crushed. There are 
people experiencing corruption at different stages, and there are people 
enjoying it too without guilt, knowing and unknowingly, these farmers of 
delinquency do not care about the condition of its consumers.  
 

In the six stanza poem 'I want to join them, page 32. The poet comes to 
the stage as a dancer, drums and the spectators chant. 'I want to join them/In 
this dance of no shame/Twisted of irregular hips/Tucked in elephant 
dresses/And naira notes tailored in overalls/Hung over their glittering frames'. 
In this poem Halima diligently checked the list of casualties of these bloodless 
revolutions without remorse.  
 

In the second stanza of the poem, from two lines, she roared more: 'In 
this state dinner for heartless men/Devouring broken hearts of the 
downtrodden/With stinking mouths of affluent meals/Like robbers, they 
grope/Grope into our treasury'. This poem alone interrogates all the process of 
pillaging our land from the root to the scented flowers. The poet continued, 'I 
want to join them/In this celebrated theft/Where no man of honour 
partakes/Legislative chambers turn center of thugs/Where legislators take turns 
in bouts/And bills grow into mountains/Punctuating the terrains/Yet sitting 
allowances are cashed in trucks/In appreciation of their irresponsible physical 
combats. This poem from its beginning to the end addresses the methods of 
violence against innocent people in the society without using the language of 
violence. 
 

This poetry collection does not only attempt neatness in every direction, 
but it also grasps neatness in its palm and builds it stage by stage with superior 
accuracy. Not all poets articulate situations from all sides. It takes great years of 
experience and hard work to transport potpourri of emotions: cries, wailings, 
grieves, violence, depravity, etc. into an organized ears. However, Dr. Halima 
assures us in the first poem in this collection 'We shall pull them down these 
men of deceit/Disguised in robes of democracy/hunting our well-
being/Tormenting our souls/And offering us no hope.  
  

In this book, Halima carefully expounds her emotions. She starts from, 
'We shall pull them down, to 'I want to join them', 'the call', 'emotions' and 
'where is the era?'. The poems wander easily in many untamed multifaceted 
forests, the poems move from simple pain to the unimaginable. In 'the call', the 
anger seems personal 'We walk in the path/Path of thorns and bushes/For a set 
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goal to graze/I watch my off-springs gamer in pride/At the crossroads I 
wondered/To which direction next/As we walked on.  
 

In six stanza of the poem radiates raw meteors, falling like rain of 
boulders. It goes. I stepped in solitude/To this direction/Where light is 
supreme/And mankind lives/I walked to the East/In gaited steps of piety. 
 

There are different faces of Halima Amali that runs through 'I Want To 
Join Them', the furious one and the mild and lovely one, the lens that shows us 
rages, pains and anger, padlocks that shows us love.  
 

In 'No one like you (for Idris), the poet write, 'To this cherished 
being/Weathering the storms of my heart/A soothing diaper of my filth/In 
consolation to my desire/ this elegant one/Lightening anguish off my heart/A 
nursing warmth of my woes/Tending me with love'. Halima in remembering her 
father invokes the time-past and all its folded memories not minding its 
intricacies that are greater than human mind. She calls. She wishes and prays, 
saying; 'I wish/I could padlock minutes and hours/To stagnate days and 
nights/For my father to never age/But living on the shower of my love/And 
barrels of care/Like I gulped from him/All I cherished/In super size /If I could/I 
would turn yesterday to today/Stretching my arms out/Splashing life's 
desires/Unto him/Like he suckled me with sweet milk/From his fatherly 
nipples/Offering me a motherly care' 
 

The only weakness of this collection is Halima's spendthrift when it 
comes to examining a particular situation. She does this by retelling the same 
tale in disjointed narration using a different lens and revisiting the same event 
using different emotions. She interrogates the incessant threat of economy 
violence against ordinary vulnerable Nigerians from a defeated moral by 
offering to join them in other to expose their filth, even though it is the other 
way around. As each stanza expands, Halima embraces her limitations of 
narrative in response to the open injustice, pains, anger and grieves of her 
people turning to a colourful sky completed in strata and each poem brings the 
image into clarity of the former. 
 

This collection is a rich and large that one cannot encompass its entire 
message in a single review. Each line is a testimony. Each stanza is a bridge. 
Each poem is a map–a compass, a guidebook, a scripture and faith of our 
existence. I tried to bring all the emotions, grief, injustice, sincere concerns and 
eerie energy in this book into this review, but I still find myself incapacitated in 
some areas. Some emotions are just indescribable no matter the interpretation. 
In this poetry collection, Halima Amali announced herself with a sniper like 
brimming bullets. 
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Contributors’ Biography 

 
Abdulbaki A Ahmad is a poet, essayist and short story writer currently 

rounding up his Electrical Engineering B.Eng program at Kano University of 
Science and Technology, Wudil. He was the 2019 first prize winner of the 
National Engineering Science and Tech Essay Competition (NESTEC) and a 
2020 shortlist for Libretto Chapbook Series/Prizes. He has been featured in 
various international and local anthologies. He currently writes from Jigawa. 
 

 

Adeyeye James Oluwatobi is an Electrical /Electronics Engineer and a 

poet. He explores the intersection between human conditions and faith in his 
works. He was listed among the top 100 poets for the 2019 Nigerian Students 
Poetry Prize. His works have featured in many anthologies and journals. 

 
 
 
 

Animashaun Ameen, 19, is a Nigerian poet and a student of University of 

Ilorin, Nigeria. He lives and writes from Ilorin, Nigeria. An oddball. A 
butterfly. 
 
 
 

Bibi Ukonu is an architect, poet and novelist. He is published online, and 

in print magazine, such as Pyramid Magazine and Twilight Musings of the 
International Library of Poetry. He is also the editor of CityDeigns Magazine, 
and writes about Architecture and sustainable Development. Things That 
Start Small But Sweet is his second collection of short stories, which won the 
1st Runner Up Prize for ANA/Abubakar Gimba Prize for Short Stories. He 
is also the Mahaging Editor of Griots Lounge Publishing (a Yagazie Media 
Limited publishing imprint). Bibi lives in Manitoba with his family, and 
sometimes in Lagos. Twitter/Intagram: @bibi_ukonu 

 

Cheswayo Mphanza was born in Lusaka, Zambia and raised in Chicago, 

Illinois. His work has been featured in the New England Review, New Orleans 
Review, American Literary Review, Haydenâ€™s Ferry Review, Vinyl, Prairie 
Schooner, and RHINO. He has received fellowships from the Bread Loaf 
Writers Conference, Hurston/Wright Foundation, Callaloo, Cave Canem, and 
Columbia University. A finalist for the Brunel International African Poetry Prize 
and a recipient of the 2017 Hurston/Wright Award for College Writers, his 
debut collection The Rinehart Frames (University of Nebraska Press), winner of 
the Sillerman First Book Prize for African Poets, is forthcoming in 2021. He 
earned his MFA from Rutgers-Newark. 
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Cheluchi Onyemelukwe is a writer, lawyer and academic. Her short stories 

and essays have appeared in literary journals, most recently, Entropy. Her first 
novel, The Son of the House, was published by Penguin Random House, South 
Africa in 2019, by Parresia in Nigeria in 2019. It is forthcoming from Canada's 
largest independent publisher Dundurn Press, and a UK edition will be 
published by Europa Editions. An Italian edition will also be published by 
Europa Editions.  
The Son of the House won the Best International Fiction Book Award at the 
Sharjah International Book Fair.It has been called 'beautifully written and 
intimate... an incredible first novel' (City Press) and ' powerful and intimate 

...worth every star and more' (Sunday Times) and ‘storytelling at its finest’ by Artslink. Cheluchi 
holds a doctorate degree in law from Dalhousie University, Canada and a First Class degree in law 
from the University of Nigeria 
 
 

Connor Orrico is a medical student interested in global health, mental 

health, and how we make meaning from sharing with each other our stories. 
 
 
 

John Chizoba Vincent is a poet, Author, Cinematographer and 

filmmaker. He was born and brought up in Aba and later moved to Lagos 
where he had his tertiary education . His works have appeared on allpoetry, 
Voicesnet, Poetrysoup Poemhunter, Africanwriter, TuckMagazine, 
Gaze,naijastories, Praxismagazine, Nairaland, black boy reviews and 
forthcoming in BrittlePapers. His writings have featured in many anthologies 
both home and abroad. He has five books published to his credit which 
includes Good Mama, Hard times, Letter From Home, For Boys Of 
Tomorrow. He lives in Lagos where he writes. 

 

Ifesinachi Nwadike is a rapper, essayist, poet and playwright whose works 

have appeared in Ake Review, ANA Review, The Sun Review, Praxis Magazine, 
Ngiga Review, Black Boy Review, African Writer and a host of other credible 
magazines. A 2018 Ebedi International Writer's Residency Alumni, he's the 
author of How Morning Remembers the Night, a collection of poems on 
memory and grief. He is the Founding Editor of Ngiga Review and the Co-
Facilitator of Ngiga Book Club. He lives and works in Lagos.  
 
 
 

Ihezue Somto Onyedika is a poet living in Lagos. He loves the smell of rain. 
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Mark Blickley is a proud member of the Dramatists Guild and PEN 

American Center. He is the author of 'Sacred Misfits' (Red Hen Press), 
'Weathered Reports: Trump Surrogate Quotes from the Underground' (Moira 
Books) and the 2019 text-based art book in collaboration with artist Amy 
Bassin, 'Dream Streams' (Clare Songbirds Publishing House). His video 
collaborations with Ms. Bassin, 'Speaking in Bootongue' and 'Widow's Peek: 
The Kiss of Death' will represent the United States in the 2020 year-long 
international world tour of 'Time Is Love: Universal Feelings: Myths & Conjunctions' organized by 
esteemed African curator, Kisito Assangni. 
 

 
Nicholas Leam is a graduate of Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria. He loves 

to read. Sometimes, he writes out the little voices that cry out in his head. His 
fiction and nonfiction have appeared in Kalahari Review, New Ink Review 
and elsewhere. He lives in Abuja. 

 
 
 

Nwabuisi Kenneth is a student of literature in university of Nigeria 

Nsukka. He lives and writes literature from Nsukka. 
 
 

 

Obinna Chilekezi is a Nigerian poet and insurance practitioner whose 

poems have been published in journals and anthologies. He has three 
published collections which are: Son Chikeziri too died, rejection and other 
poems and Songs of a Stranger in the Smiling Coast. One of his insurance 
texts won the 2016 African Insurance Organisation Book Award. He can be 
used on ugobichi@yahoo.com or obinnachilekezi1@gmail.com. 

 
 

Oluwatobi Ezekiel Poroye is a poet, economist, teacher and music 

enthusiast. He explores the concept of exit, fatherhood, fear, grief. His works 
have featured in anthologies, "Vowels Under Duress" and "Coffee" both edited 
by Jide Badmu. He writes from Ijoko, Ogun. 
 
 

Oliver Perry is a British artist. He live and work on the banks of the mighty 

Thames. The figure is pared back to its basic building blocks, simplified and 
abstracted to produce a contemporary evaluation of the figure as a collection of 
geometric shapes and planes with graphic over-tones and how these react to its 
architectural surrounding. Get familiar with his works via his Facebook: 
ollieperry, Instagram: ollieperryart, and website: www.ollieperry.com 

 

mailto:ugobichi@yahoo.com
mailto:obinnachilekezi1@gmail.com
http://www.ollieperry.com/
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Osahon Oka is a Nigerian. Who enjoys writing whether for journals or just 

because he has an idea bugging him. He spends his free time reading poetry 
and fiction, watching anime, playing android phone games and watching 
people. His writing are on spaces included but not limited to Spillwords, 
Grotesque, Kikwetu Journal, Visual Verse. His collection of short stories is 
forthcoming on Praxis Books. 
 
 

 
Patrick Chukwuka Onyejiaka (b. 17 March 2000) professionally 

known as Patrick Chuka (Artistchuka) is a Nigerian afro-experimental ink 
and charcoal fusion artist. Skillfully able to blend unconventional mediums 
together creating various types of textures and degrees of dimensions. 
Chuka's fusions centers around realism and minor elements of hyperrealism. 
Chuka has managed to raise awareness and create discussions on socio-
cultural issues like marriage rights for minorites, feminism, gender equality, 
and LGBTQ rights. Chuka was born in Victoria Island, Lagos, Nigeria and 
currently resides in The Bay Area, California, USA since 2018. Chuka now 
studies Biology at Berkeley City College, California, USA. 

 
 

I am Payal Dutta, and I am a young artist. I am 22 years old . Beside this I 

am also a student pursuing B.COM from Assam, India. In my copious free 
time I enjoy painting and listening musics. 
 
 

 
Sam Kthar: As an artist, there is desire to test outside of one’s limits 

while staying true to the essence sense of self during the process. 
Channeling an intangible moment onto something physical provides access 
to all possibilities that of which exist. Using words to describe feelings 
oftentimes comes with limitations. Sharing myself through what I create is 
an authentic way to be understood. My artworks consist of having a vast 
amount of brilliant and bold colors along with various brush strokes coming 
together to form new and unexplored techniques. My intent is to create a 
pronounced effect that is memorable enough to leave the viewer to 
decipher their own feelings. By having the opportunity to share my work 

among this platform, it will help to bring what art is intended to bring, that being connection with 
others. Creation is intended to be used to help spread inspiration within others. Artworks seen here 
are best described as expressive abstract. Every process of my compositions are unplanned from 
beginning to completion. Use of medium includes but not limited to acrylic on canvas. 
Descriptions may be best understood when taking into consideration the conditions relative to 
mood, time of day/year, and inspiration of creation. Website: www.artbysamah.com 

 
 

http://www.artbysamah.com/
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Umar Yogiza Jr are the author of three collection of poetry, they live between 
Abuja and Lafia where God and Devil toss the coin of their life. There writings 
appeared in many literary platforms. 
 
 
 
 

 

With over seven years’ experience in the artistic field. Vincent Chiwala is a 

seasoned professional Artist. He focuses on realistic paintings and graffiti, 
depicting the complications of life through the combination of color, texture, 
spray paint and symbolism. His creative artistic trainings and Art works have 
been housed in organizational developmental works, art galleries, events and 
campaigns. Vincent has done trainings in the southern Africa to train young 
people on creative arts. Vincent Chiwala is a graduate from the University of 
Zambia. He is a member of Naional Arts Zambia, he has also worked as visual 

artist trainer and has exhibited his Artworks in huge events. Additionally, he has been running 
youth art workshops in Zambia. Currently, Vincent is running a social enterprise called Vinchi Arts. 
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